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PRECIOUS METALS COMMENTARY  
01/20/16  

Anxiety remains very high as equities & oil prices dominate  

 

OVERNIGHT CHANGES THROUGH 6:05 AM (CT): 
GOLD +5.90, SILVER -5.10, PLATINUM -11.60  

 

Early Gold Change +$5.20 from the prior session. 
LME Copper Stocks 235,280 tons -825 tons Shanghai copper stocks -2,340 
tons to 186,231 tons.  

 

OUTSIDE MARKET DEVELOPMENTS: Global equities were knocked down sharply by another new low for the 
move slide in crude oil prices. The biggest loser overnight was the Hang Seng which was down by 4.5%. The US 
economic calendar begins with a weekly look at MBA mortgage market applications. Economic data flow in 
Canada presents November wholesale trade, and manufacturing sales. There is an active round of economic 
data during first data window in the US, which offers December building permits and housing starts, with housing 
starts expected to tick up from the 1.173 million rate in November. December CPI is anticipated to match the 
unchanged month over month reading from November, while the year over year figure is expected to show a 
slight uptick. The later morning hours key into the outcome from a Bank of Canada Interest rate policy decision, 
which is generally expected to be unchanged at 0.5%.  

 

GOLD / SILVER 
The metals markets continue to show divergence as the weakness in oil and Equities has rekindled safe haven 
buying of gold while physical commodity demand-driven metals markets like silver, platinum and palladium are 
expected to remain under pressure. In fact silver derivative holdings declined again overnight and those holdings 
are now at the lowest level since 2012. A weaker yuan and injections of liquidity by the PBOC dented safe haven 
interest yesterday, but that only gave fleeting support to silver and other industrially demand-driven markets. Gold 
might be indirectly undermined by talk that India might be poised to raise import taxes on gold but we also think 
that Indian growth of 7.5% is not being given enough credit, especially since India is usually the top gold-
consuming country in the world. While the bias is pointing up and some traders and investors are expected to 
move toward gold, the safe haven theme is being dampened by deflationary psychology that is usually associated 
with ever declining oil prices. February gold has managed to consolidate within a range defined by $1,097.50 to 
$1,099 but today we have to give the bull camp in gold the edge.  
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PLATINUM  
A series of lower highs leaves the short-term trend pointing downward in April platinum, but that action generally 
continues to diverge with the palladium market and that in turn highlights ongoing active spread trading interest 
within the PGM complex. However, we continue to think that March palladium is the most oversold and 
undervalued of the PGM complex, especially with that market holding together while platinum has continued to 
push lower on its charts. One only has to look to the last COT positioning reports to see that palladium was only 
net spec and fund long 3,322 contracts while platinum was net spec and fund long 26,017 contracts! The spread 
differential between April platinum and March palladium looks to fall back to the range seen in the October 
through early December period, which should mean that palladium has several more days of gaining at the 
expense of platinum. In the end the PGM complex remains vulnerable to broad based physical commodity 
liquidation pressure.  

 

TODAY'S MARKET IDEAS: 
February gold looks to be carving out a pattern of higher highs ahead, after carving out a series of higher lows 
over the prior 3 trading sessions. Initial resistance in February gold rises to $1,100 and then not until the $1,104 
level. We suspect that March silver remains a sell given the bounce yesterday, especially if the trade sees even 
weaker equities adding to initial losses and the risk-off vibe continues dominates market psychology. 
Unfortunately gold is missing out on some safe haven buying interest because of a preference for Treasuries.  

 

 

COPPER COMMENTARY  
01/20/16  
The path of least resistance is pointing down for today  

 

GENERAL: The copper market posted fairly impressive gains on Tuesday in the 
wake of a Chinese GDP result that temporarily diffused fears of a debacle in 
that country. However, anxiety remains high toward China and equities and that 
leaves physical commodities like copper vulnerable. After registering a record 
Non-Commercial net long positioning early last week, the copper market 
probably deserved some measure of technical short covering yesterday but in 
looking forward the rising threat of a return to global recession opens copper up to a return to the recent lows. 
While a 6.9% Chinese GDP result cheered copper yesterday, a more important stat from the report was that 
China reported domestic consumption was now up to 66% of its 2015 GDP from just 52% in 2014, and that 
suggests the Chinese are managing to shift their economy in the direction they planned to shift too. Unfortunately, 
copper probably balanced a portion of its technical oversold condition yesterday and that sets the market up for a 
fresh wave of fundamental selling. The bear camp probably sees recent coiling action on the charts as a signal 
that the bull camp can't drive prices higher and we expect copper to track tightly with crude oil and equities.  
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MARKET IDEAS: 
Coiling action on the charts following a strong attempt to rally yesterday should leave copper vulnerable to 
technical and fundamental selling today. Traders should employ a breakout system with a range defined by 
$1.9920 and $1.9425 in the March contract. Sell rallies looking for a return to the January lows.  
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 Trades Ideas for 2016 
 El Niño to La Niña 
 Palm Oil: A Leading Indicator for a Global Vegoil Shortage 
 Global Gasoline Demand Rises 
 Gold’s Structural Bull Market 
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